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Locality map for Joinville Island and offshore islands where
observations were made. Numbered localities correspond to
numbers In the table. The inset map shows the position of
Joinville Island (largest of the three Islands at the upper right

corner of the inset).
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after each feeding, and a chick's weight determined the
amount it was fed. A certain percentage of chicks did not
begin gaining weight immediately, and we were able to pre-
dict their demise merely by examining the growth graphs.
Some chicks were vigorous at hatching; others were not. The
weaker chicks may have hatched from eggs set along the sides
of the field incubators, thus possibly exposing them to greater
temperature variances. It is possible that these subtle tem-
perature changes were not significant enough to affect
hatchability, but did affect viability.
A pair of adults having a chick in the experimental unit

was selected as a control pair, and a television camera was in-
stalled for 24-hour-a-day monitoring. Much of the data ob-
tained from this pair was used to develop the hand-rearing
techniques.
At 3 weeks of age, the chicks were deprived of heat and

chilled to 12.5°C. Huddling and creche behavior was noted.
The chicks were offered semisolids at this stage. At 5 weeks of
age, they were transferred to a rearing corral on the ice in the
research freezer, where their appetites improved considera-
bly. The chicks began to consume ice as soon as they were ex-
posed to it. By the end of the sixth or seventh week, they were
90 percent feathered and weighed in excess of 2,800 grams.
During the course of the rearing period, some very in-

teresting behavior was noted. For example, if a downy Adflie

left the security of the rock nesting pallets and ventured onto
the ice, numerous emperor penguins would race over and at-
tempt to brood it on the tops of their feet. This resulted in at
least one chick death. Forty chicks were reared to fledging
size. These young birds are extremely important because
now, for the first time, the population contains birds whose
ages are known.
The encouraging results of the 1977-78 season suggest

that captive propagation of Adlie penguins is feasible. The
next phase will emphasize the breeding of the emperor
penguins. Courtship activity has already been observed.
This project was partially supported by the National

Science Foundation contract DPP 76-20746 to Hubbs/Sea
World Research Institute.
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During RIv Lkxo cruise 78-lB, February 1978, landings
were made at a number of places on eastern JoinviHe Island

(63015'S.55045'W.) and the offshore islands to the north and
east (map). The breeding colonies observed are listed in the
table.
No attempt was made to estimate numbers of birds or the

density of nests. Adlies are particularly numerous on Patella
Island, on the promontories and islands on the east side of
Ambush Bay, and on those Danger Islands that were visited
(except for Darwin, which has very steep sides). It is likely
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Locality'�Species�Remarks

Wideopen Islands (I +b�Adlies�Common
chinstraps�Less common than Adlies
cape pigeons�A few on the cliffs

Patella Island�Adlies�Numerous and look as if they
are spreading onto the
high slopes facing NE.

gentoos�Few in number
cape pigeons�A few observed on cliffs
sheathbills Very few nests seen, but birds

seemed quite numerous for
sheathbills

King Point�Adlies�A single nest, on the north
shore, with one chick that
had completed its moult

East side of Ambush
Bay (2)
�Adlies�Everywhere possible

West side of Fleiss
Bay (3)
�Antarctic terns�Unhatched eggs and newly

hatched birds
gentoos�Two observed, but no nest

positively identified

Fitzroy Point�gentoos�Small number of birds

Etna Island
�

Adlies�A small number
cape pigeons�A few on the cliffs
Antarctic terns�A few

Brash Island�sheathbills�A few
Adlies�Numerous

Danger Islands (4)
�

Ad&lies�Numerous

Danger Islands (5)
�

Ad&lies�Numerous

Danger Islands (6)
�

Adlies�Everywhere possible

Beagle Island
�

Ad&lies�Common on lower slopes.

'See accompanying map,
bNumbcl.s in parentheses correspond to circled numbers on map.

that Adlies also nest on the unvisited island numbered (7) on
the map. For comparison, where Adlies are listed in the ta-
ble as "everywhere possible" or "numerous," the concentra-
tion is about the same as that observed on the most southern
point of Powell Island, or on Graptolite Island, both in the
South Orkneys; where "numerous," the proportion of ground
covered by nesting birds is much greater than on Togersen Is-
land, near Palmer Station.

Fur seals in small numbers were noted on Patella Island
and Fitzroy Point, and elephant seals also were seen at Patella
Island. Weddell seals were by far the most common at all
localities in the joinville area; however, not one crabeater was
positively identified.
These observations were made during the course of

geological fieldwork supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant GSS 77-23427.
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